The impetus for this special issue of Theatre Topics-Theatre and/as Education-emerged from the disciplinary divides between theatre and education that I saw in my home institution, and in the fields of theatre and performance studies more generally.
To find the reasons for these divides, we must look no further than the cultural histories and present-day realities of ATHE and its two sponsored journals, TT and Theatre Journal. ATHE was founded in 1986 out of the ashes of the American Theatre Association (ATA). What was lost in this shift of name and institutional focus was a wide array of varying types of theatre (such as military theatre) and the communities who worked to create such genres, notably theatre educators for K-12 students. Instead, ATHE's core membership was initiated from those who worked in higher education, but who, ironically, did not focus on theatre education as a topic of inquiry. The American Alliance for Theatre and Education (AATE) was founded in 1987 (also partially due to the dissolution of ATA), and the two organizations grew along separate disciplinary paths over the ensuing decades. As Matt Omasta and Drew Chappell note in the essay that begins this special issue, such divides among theatre studies, performance studies, and theatre education exist disciplinarily, nationally, and in various other institutions beyond ATHE. Indeed, as they argue in their important contribution, "minor differences" create "major impacts" regarding who is published where and what type of content is given value in the field of theatre and performance (185). Their critiques of the implicit biases against theatre education among scholars of theatre and performance studies resonate for me both personally and at a professional level. At New York University-the location of not only a pioneering Department of Performance Studies, but also one of the only PhD programs in educational theatre-differing departments exist in differing schools; the faculty are charged by different deans, do differing kinds of research, and rarely engage in cross-departmental collaborations.
TJ, which was renamed from its earlier moniker Educational Theatre in 1979, established itself in contrast to its earlier title and subsequently moved away from including pedagogy as a relevant topic of inquiry. TT was founded in 1990, partially in response to this dearth of writing on pedagogy in its sibling ATHE-sponsored journal. However, due to the split that had already occurred institutionally with the shift away from ATA, TT has continued to have its own blind spot regarding Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA).
It is thus my pleasure that Roxanne Schroeder-Arce's essay, "Seeking Culturally Responsive Pedagogical Practice: Teaching as Ally across Identity Markers in the University Setting," is one of the first essays that TT has published on TYA. This contribution presents a timely response to Omasta and Chappell's challenge to the journal to publish just this type of content. A fascinating account of a case study of And Then Came Tango, wherein a theatrical tour was banned due to homosexual content, Schroeder-Arce asks extremely insightful and nuanced questions of how we must position ourselves as allies to those in our classrooms who may not share our identity markers.
In her essay "Classroom Cons and Assigning Activism: Ethical Issues in Relational Pedagogy," Kristin Hunt points to the ways that performance and performative theory can bring novel questions and approaches to a more traditional classroom setting. This important work of using performance as a methodological tool within a reframing of our teaching techniques is also engaged in deep ways by Jane Barnette in "Embracing the 'Foggy Place' of Theatre History: the Chautauqua/Colloquia Model of Public Scholarship as Performance."
Both Diana Calderazzo in "The Learner Performs" and Daniel Banks with "Hip Hop as Pedagogy" employ deeply interdisciplinary methods and topics ranging from cognitive science, to multiple intelligences, to engage theatre pedagogy in a transdisciplinary discussion.
Finally, Peter Zazzali and Jeanne Klein present a sobering account of the realities of those graduating from college theatre departments, followed by a more radical challenge to our current curricular trends. In their far-ranging and impeccably researched essay "Toward Revising Undergraduate Theatre Education," they present the radical idea of a "post-course curriculum" (263) as one that will both serve our strengths as theatre folks and better serve our alumni/alumnae. Notably, Zazzali and Klein's essay also uncovers the pros and cons of TT, a journal that has presented innovative pedagogical models over the years. We are a journal that succeeds in this area, but such examples are often framed as individual ones-further siloing us into our separate disciplines and methodologies without encouraging collective thinking as Zazzali and Klein entreat us to do about pedagogy in the profession as a whole.
While the Notes from the Field are less directly representative of the disciplinary inquiries of this special issue, they are still dynamic examples of learning across the various areas of theatre and performance. We are pleased to present a range of experiences for teaching theatre in Catholic institutions with our first note, "To Thrive: Social Justice Theatre on Six Catholic Campuses." And I will admit that I laughed out loud quite a few times reading both Kareem Khubchandani's interview with drag queen LaWhore Vagistan, as well as Gerald Large's surprisingly spot-on analysis of Chekhov acting technique through the lens of zombie movies. I suspect that both of these authors have figured out that humor can allow us to transmit some extremely delicate, subtle, or even challenging content in a more palatable way-in the classroom, and perhaps even in a peer-reviewed journal.
In addition to the content you see here, this special issue marks the first time that we are publishing additional online content. Rob Roznowski's note, "Transforming Actor Education in the Digital Age," accompanies this issue online (please see the link at <http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/ theatre_topics/v025/25.3.roznowski.html>). This piece asks the reader to think outside of theatre as a "live" art when teaching and engaging with new scholarship. We hope that you will find this new format generative, and that future online content will realize one of the earliest intentions of Beverley Byers-Pevitts, the founding editor of TT: to be a forum for dialogue. My thanks to Peter Campbell, TT's new online editor, for shepherding this project to fruition.
As an editor, this special issue called upon my skills to translate among the various fields of performance studies, mathematics, cognitive studies, theatre education, and TYA, as well as methodological concerns that differ from those usually encountered in a theatre studies journal. As noted by Omasta and Chappell, such differences of tone, presentational style, and even argumentative content often leave some readers unable to comprehend important issues, or for others simply discourage further reading. Noting this potential pitfall, I am grateful to TT's peer reviewers and the authors in this issue for the slow, painstaking work they did as we translated among differing fields. While such "translations" are offered in the service of making these essays and notes relevant to theatre scholars and practitioners, they have also reminded me as a scholar that we must continue to challenge our comfort zones in terms of what we read, and thus what we deem valuable.
Clearly, pedagogy has been at the core of what TT has done and will continue to do. But it is not all that we do. We also look farther afield, to those locations in theatre and performance studies where practice and theory push each other in enabling and provocative ways. It is my hope that this special issue develops a more nuanced tracing of the ways in which teaching always involves theory and practice, and that it is no more or no less so than other, more heavily theorized topics. This issue attempts to invoke a "meta" approach to pedagogy and theatre, as my colleague D.J. Hopkins noted. And before closing, a special thanks to D.J.-this issue is the last to be published under his editorial leadership. His tenure as editor of TT has been vigorous, compassionate, and marked by a fierce advocacy for the journal. I have been honored to watch and learn.
I welcome feedback, as always. Happy reading! -Gwendolyn Alker New York University gwendolyn.alker@nyu.edu Notes 1. Thanks to Marvin Carlson and Jill Dolan, who were both willing to share their institutional memories with me as I prepared these remarks for publication. Some of the historical data on ATHE and its journals comes from these conversations.
